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Your complete guide to a higher score on the AP Biology exam The bestselling book just got better!

CliffsNotes AP Biology gets you ready for test day with a review of the AP Biology exam format and

scoring, proven strategies for answering multiple-choice questions, and hints for tackling the essay

questions. The practice tests include answers and explanations to help you pinpoint areas for

further study, while reviews and exercises address all of the test topics you'll encounter on exam

day. Plus, proven test-taking strategies for both the multiple choice and essay parts of the test help

you score higher. A new edition to the bestselling AP Biology test prep book on the marketReflects

recent changes made to the AP Biology testAP Biology practice tests with complete answers and

explanationsProven strategies from the experts at CliffsNotesIf you're an AP bio student preparing

to take the exam, CliffsNotes AP Biology is your ticket to scoring high at exam time. AP is a

registered trademark of the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does

not endorse, this product.
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Up-to-date coverage of the AP Biology examFocused reviews of all subject areas with review

questionsIn-depth coverage of laboratory investigations2 full-length practice examsYour complete

guide to a higher score on the AP * Biology exam About the book:An Overview of the AP Biology

Exam How you should use this book Exam format and grading Strategies for all three question



types: multiple choice, grid-in, and free-responsePart I: Subject Area Reviews Chemistry  Cell

Division  Plants Cells  Heredity  Animal Form and Function Cellular Respiration  Molecular Biology 

Animal Reproduction and Development Photosynthesis  Evolution  Animal Behavior Cell

Communication  Biological Diversity  EcologyPart II: Laboratory Review Focused review of all AP

laboratory investigationsPart III: AP Biology Practice Exams 2 full-length practice exams that

simulate the actual exam Answers and complete explanations

PHILLIP E. PACK, Ph.D., has taught AP Biology and gifted programs for almost 20 years. He is an

Assistant Professor of Math and Science at Woodbury University in Burbank, California.

I just recently took the ap bio exam. I would say that overall, this book did give me a solid foundation

which helped me somewhat in the writing response, but for the multiple choice, the questions are

now all formatted in a way that tests more reading interpretation and critical thinking skills. In other

words, it felt more like an SAT test than like a normal bio test because most questions actually give

you the basic background bio info that you need to answer it. I would say that the biology learned

from this book is not that helpful just because of how the ap is formatted now.SAT bio is another

story.

This book is for the old AP format test and does not address the new format.

It's a very in-depth guide that covers basically everything you need to know for the exam at the cost

of being very wordy. Some explanations are extremely long and can be difficult to understand at

times when the concept or definition can be easily explained in a few sentences. The long

paragraphs can be a bit overwhelming at sometimes but if you enjoy reading, go for it.

This book provides a simple, well organized way of conveying information to high school students

taking AP Biology. The word choice and the syntax are easy to understand. Also the sample tests

and questions are a vital resource to helping you pass the exam and seeing if you truly understand

the information.

This book has a lot of summarized yet in-depth information about the topics I am currently learning

in class. It serves as an excellent quiz and test review book, and has gotten me A's on the first 3

quizzes I have used it to study for. Take this review with a grain of salt, as apparently the AP exam



is very abstract, and few review books help as far as the format and what to expect from the AP

exam.

I bought this about 5 days before the exam, and I jumped straight to the practice tests, which were

pretty informative. It gave me some perspective on what I should study. I didn't use the book to its

full potential, but seriously, get some highlighters too, they help. The after chapter questions are

also extremely helpful because they allow you to test your memory on the chapter subject. I suggest

also getting an AP Stats book as well, if you haven't taken the class. A lot of the kids who didn't take

the class this year missed a couple of questions and statistics wasn't really covered in our class. So

just kind of brush up a little bit on the mathematics part, you'll get a four function though so don't

worry too much! The book itself is divided into broad sections and just gives you the basics and the

important in-depth info, so it really works as either a long-term study guide and a cram course! Good

luck guys!

I'm studying to take the DAT for the second time next month. Before I just used my textbooks &

notes from school as well as the Kaplan DAT study text. I did not perform as well on the Bio section

of the DAT as I wanted so I did research on other useful study tools to compliment what I had

already been studying. I came across a lot of great reviews for this book and I'm more than

satisfied. It's straight to the point and the quiz's that come along with it have the questions

structured very similar to the questions I had on my first DAT exam. There's a total of 6 exams that

have helped me in my studying and I feel more prepared and confident going into the exam the

second time than I did the first time.

Great study guide for anyone studying for the DAT as well. This AP Biology study guide provided a

more in depth review of biology when compared to the Kaplan DAT book I used. I used this to help

me get a 22 in the biology section! Pair with DAT bootcamp biology tests and the Kaplan book and

you'll be good to go on test day! I heard the 3rd edition is the one to use for the DAT as the 4th

edition covers a lot more info than you need/ different info that is not necessary for the DAT.
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